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Message from the Editor

Tony Scotti

		

T

his is our second Security Driver
Magazine. Although the first
issue had a problem with compatibility, it appears as though the magazine
was a success. It was sent to approximately 3000 security practitioners, all
with an interest in secure transportation, plus the exposure from postings in the Social
Media.

Glen talks about conducting training driver training in
a high-risk/war zone environment, and the problems
he encountered with armored vehicles
Joe analyzes an Executive Protection job description
and points out some interesting and important patterns. Joe’s article will be of an interest to all security
drivers.

We had many positive comments. The statistics indicated the first issue had approximately 4500 impressions. I’m not sure what that means and I’m not
sure where it stands as far as other magazines are
concerned. For a Beta test - not bad, this issue is also a
Beta test; we are still working on the magazine layout,
and distribution process. This issue has six articles,
in future magazines there will be eight to twelve, that
number depends on the how we do motivating others
(you) to contribute content.

In the future we will also be testing executive vehicles,
armored vehicles, tires, Apps - any products that are
applicable to the security driving, executive protection
industry.

We have started to zero in on the content of the magazine. Every magazine will have a mix of articles relating
to driving, security driving, vehicles attacks and the
lessons learned from them. We will have interviews
with personalities, book reviews, articles covering the
business of security and the technology of executive
protection.
In this issue contributing editors are Joe Autera, Frank
Gallagher, Larry Snow, and Glen Edmunds. They are
all associates with years of experience in the business.
In the future we would like to hear from others, if interested in writing please contact Tony Scotti.
This issue has the first in a series of articles on one
the most under used, yet most important, skills in the
industry - surveillance detection.
Frank Gallagher gives a first-hand account of what it’s
like to be ambushed in a vehicle, and more importantly
a first-hand account of what it took to drive out of the
ambush.

Larry Snow writes about the business of security. His
first article is about the questions that your website
needs to answer.

In conclusion, this is your magazine, let us know what
you would like to read about and learn. No subject is
off the table. We will not shy away from controversial
issues. We will talk about the concept of networking,
certification, the state of driver training, executive
protection training, the cost of training, the business of
security and the pros and cons of the Social Media.
As I mentioned we are still learning and we are open to
any suggestions that will make the magazine better.
I hope you enjoy this issue I’m looking forward to your
comments.

Tony Scotti
Editor in Chief, Security Driver Magazine
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Meet the Security Driver Magazine

Contributing Editors

Writing For Security Driver Magazine
We are open, in fact, welcome others to write articles for Security Driver Magazine (SDM). If you are in-

terested your article needs to be relevant to the Security Driving,
Executive Protection or the Training community. If an article
is submitted we reserve the right to edit the article; if we do edit
it we will return the article to the writer for approval before we
publish it.
Our newsletters and websites are successful because we give
the reader information, we will do the same for Security Driver
Magazine.
If you write for SDM your words will be read by those with an
interest in secure transportation. The experience level of the
reader varies from new into the business to practitioners managing EP and Security Drivers from over 200 Fortune companies,
security personnel for High Net Worth Families - and various
Military/Government agencies. In all, security practitioners
from 20 countries will read the magazine. The first issue received
4,500 views. Our goal is to eventually double that.
Consider writing articles as a networking opportunity, a way to
reach people. If you are established in the business, and are not
concerned about networking, I would suggest writing for the
sake of helpings others, consider it a virtual mentorship.
If interested please contact Tony Scotti.
This issue will be the last Beta test. The next magazine will be
published in July of this year, and will part of a fee based and
password protected Resource Center.
The Center will be the gateway to the industry’s largest collection of educational information and resources for the protective
driving community. The Center will be home to literally 100’s of
articles, and information shared via PDF Articles, private Slide
Share and other Power Point Presentations; Private videos via
YouTube; unique Webinars; Informational Bulletins, and of
course Security Driver Magazine.
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Frank Gallagher

Joe Autera

In 2003 Frank was assigned
to work with Army CID to
provide protection for Ambassador L. Paul Bremer.
The US Secret Service did an
assessment and named the
Ambassador the most threatened man in the world and out sourced his protection
to Blackwater.

Prior to creating Tony
Scotti’s Vehicle Dynamics
Institute (TSVDI) Joe held
positions as the Director of
Security with a multi-national technology company;
he also was the Vice President of Global Security Services for one of the world’s leading providers of crisis
management and risk mitigation services.

At this time Frank became the Agent in Charge (AIC)
of the detail. Initially there were 36 men that eventually
grew to a cadre of 60. As there really was no existing
plan on how to incorporate all the aspects of helicopter
support, counter assault teams, surveillance detection,
Frank and his men eventually developed the concepts
and ideas that became the WPPS program that State
Department still uses today. Frank stayed with the Ambassador until both left Iraq safely. His team did not
lose a man nor were any injured during the year they
were operational.
Frank was also the deputy program manager for the
Bureau of Diplomatic Protection in Iraq teaching for
the Department of Defense under the Counter Terrorism Special Operations Forces. He was also the Director of Security for Dr. Henry Kissinger for 6 years and
the detail leader for 2 years before that, he has worked
for Fortune 100/500 companies, celebrities, and politicians and is sought after as a consultant by many for
his ideas on what and how to fix problems on other
security details. He has done protection operations in
46 countries, some extremely high threat, and some
nearly zero threat. To date his track record is pretty
good. None of the people he has taught have ever had a
VIP injured.
Frank is a veteran of the United States Marine Corps
where he served as a member of 2nd Reconnaissance
Battalion. His experience there as a special warfare
operator included duties such as intelligence gathering,
dive operations, surveillance detection, Close Quarters
Battle (CQB), small unit tactics, and training.

In 2003 Joe combined his 15 years of experience planning, directing and participating in security operations
in high risk locales with his knowledge of Vehicle Dynamics to create TSVDI. Doing so Joe took on the task
on carrying on the legacy of the firm’s name sake Tony
Scotti, a legacy that is starting its 5th decade.
Joe is especially adept at developing Mission Oriented
Driving Programs (MODS). By combining his “on the
ground experience” with his exceptional knowledge of
Vehicle Dynamics Joe has the unique ability to take the
mission objectives, analyze and test the vehicles to be
used in the mission, look at the types of scenarios that
will encountered, and develop driving exercises that allow TSVDI to coach students and objectively measure
their capability to meet the mission objectives.
Mr. Autera has authored articles on the subjects of
driver training, threat recognition and surveillance detection which has been featured in some of the security
industries most highly regarded publications including Security Management Magazine, the FBI National
Academy Associate, Intersec and the Journal of Counterterrorism and Homeland Security.
He is a highly sought after speaker, he has been invited
to speak on these topics at both the Protective Security
Conference, the American Society for Industrial Security (ASIS) 50th Annual Seminar and Exhibition, and
the International Association of Counterterrorism and
Security Professionals (IACSP) Terrorism Trends and
Forecasts Symposium.
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Meet the Contributing Editors cont’d

Glen Edmunds

Larry Snow

Glen is the owner and
managing director of Glen
Edmunds Performance
Driving School in Nairobi, Kenya. He is a highly
experienced and effective
Advanced Driving Instructor specializing in security
driver training programs that are“situation specific” to
the conditions and threats in developing countries with
extensive experience in Kenya, Tanzania, Southern
Sudan, Northern Sudan, Somalia and Somaliland. This
experience combined with driver instructor credentials from the premier advanced security driver training academies in the USA and Jordan, plus 40 years’
experience as a racing driver, has equipped Glen with a
unique blend of knowledge and skills.

With a strong background
and in-depth expertise,
Larry Snow helps protective services companies
leverage social media to
effectively market their
brand, services, and products to the right markets.

Glen has conducted training programs for a variety of
individuals and organizations – from humanitarian
& relief workers, United Nations, Non-Governmental
Organizations, embassy officials and staff, company
drivers, to corporate executives, to chauffeurs wanting training in VIP protection and women who want
to better protect themselves and their children from
criminals while mobile.
His skills include conducting Train the Trainer, Counter Terrorism Driving, Executive Protection Driving,
Armored Vehicle Training, Counter-Carjacking and
Vehicle Dynamics programs.
Glen is also a professional racing driver with over 40
years of experience. He has participated in the Kenya
National Rally Championship for the past two decades
and is regularly one of the top three finishers. The
highlight of his career was winning the prestigious
Safari Rally in 2003 & 2005.
Glen’s combines experience as a world class trainer with his racing experience into a unique blend of
knowledge and skills.
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His experience includes eight years with a major financial institution as a Web developer and intranet manager, where he was responsible for Web development,
programming, website design, brand awareness, and
logo development.
In 2008, he founded his own Web design company –
SJC Web Design LLC. Over the last five years, the company has designed and developed websites and created
and managed social media strategies and campaigns
for several protection services companies. Today, he is
responsible for two of the most successful companies
in the security business.
Larry has conducted seminars at major security conferences, and has spoken at executive protection training programs. He has written many articles covering
all aspects of the protection business and social media.
Larry’s perspectives on the importance of effective social-media use can be seen, heard, and read on various
websites, trade journals, and social media networks.
Larry holds an associate’s degree in criminal justice
from Northeastern University and graduated, magna
cum laude with a bachelor’s degree in criminal justice
from John Jay College.

Introduction to

		Surveillance Detection
Part One

S

urveillance is the act of
observing, by surreptitious means, a person, place,
or things for the purpose of
gathering information. For
the security driver, the person will be your principal,
the place will be the residence and/or office, the route
driven, or the final destination, and the thing will be the
vehicle.
The purpose of surveillance is to

determine the suitability of the
potential target, the most suitable
time, location, and method of
attack. The objective is to gather all
the information possible concerning a particular target. Data will be
gathered on the principal’s methods
of transportation, routines, and security profile. That knowledge will
be assimilated into a precise plan of
operation.

illustrative of this practice. "He
follows the same schedule, takes
the streetcar, and has no protection
for at least 3 minutes."

As an example: The following quote
from the notes of Italy’s Red Brigade concerning the assassination
of Inspector Berardi in Turin is

The Game Plan
Since the mid-‘60s, Carlos
Marighella’s book “The Mini-Manual of The Urban Guerilla” has

In this particular incident, the Red
Brigade assassinated Inspector Berardi at the streetcar. Those three
unprotected minutes were enough.
Complacency and not changing
schedules caused his death.
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been mandatory reading for terrorist groups throughout the world. The manual is the platform for Al Qaeda’s and Bin Laden’s training manuals, and is used by
terrorist and criminal elements throughout the world.

the time of the attack.

The popularity of Marighella’s manual comes from the
clear, easy-to-follow description of the attack-planning
process, which emphasizes the importance of pre-attack surveillance. And, simply put - it works.

The good news is that we have their pre-attack planning process in detail and in writing – the bad news
is that we ignore it. Understanding how, when, and
where an attacker is likely to conduct surveillance as
well as how to plan, manage, and conduct effective surveillance detection operations is essential for security
drivers.

Marighella describes the ingredients necessary for a
successful ambush. Taken from his book they are:

Image from front cover of the book The Mini-Manual
for the Urban Guerrilla Credit: Archive.Org.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Surprise
Better knowledge of the terrain
Greater mobility and speed than the enemy
Total command of the situation.

Marighella states that for an ambush (including vehicle
ambush) to succeed, the attackers must have all four
ingredients working for them. And to have all four
working for you, surveillance must be conducted up to

Best Practices for the Solo Practitioner
FINALLY!
Tony Scotti’s Vehicle Dynamics Institute has developed a course
that is specifically designed to meet the needs of the security professional who works one-on-one with an executive, high net worth
family member, or other “at risk” individual to ensure their safety &
security.
This innovative 5 day course uses interactive discussions and hands-on practical
exercises to introduce the solo practitioner to proven strategies & tactics for planning and providing effective
security while balancing multiple responsibilities - such as executive transportation, event planning and coordination, travel security, etc.
Topics covered include:
•
•
•
•

Fundamentals of planning & providing safe & secure transportation.
Core concepts of threat recognition and surveillance detection.
Communicating effectively with non-security managers & executives.
Lessons learned and best practices from real world situations and events.

For further information contact us at 1-732 738-5221.
Visit vehicledynamics.net to register for May 13, 2013 the Solo Practitioner
course.
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Security Driving and the

Event Data Recorder

A

while back Massachusetts Lt. Governor, Tim Murray was driving on an icy road at 65 MPH, when
his car skidded into a rock ledge and flipped, at least that
was what the Lt. Governor’s recollection of the accident.
But he was actually driving 108 MPH, with no seatbelt
and hit the rock ledge at 92 MPH, and did not apply the
brakes or try to turn the steering wheel prior to hitting
the ledge.
The information which dramatically contradicted the Lt
Governor’s recollection was collected and supplied by the
vehicle’s “Event Data Recorder,” or EDR. The EDR is a
computer module in your vehicle that is often compared to the
“black box” on a commercial airliner. The black box records your
behavior behind the wheel, including brake application, steering,
and speed at time of impact of an event and whether you or the
passengers were wearing seatbelts.
Currently, EDRs aren’t mandatory, but many automakers choose
to include them in their cars. In December of 2012, the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) proposed a
rule requiring the devices in all 2015 and later model vehicles.
Recent information from NHTSA indicates that 91.6 percent of
new passenger vehicles have EDRs, although those EDRs may
not include all of the data elements specified in the NHTSA rule.
As of model year 2013, all EDRs must record:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Change in forward crash speed
Maximum change in forward crash speed
Time from beginning of crash at which the maximum
change in forward crash speed occurs
Speed vehicle was traveling
Percentage of engine throttle, percentage full (how far the
accelerator pedal was pressed)
Whether or not brake was applied
Ignition cycle (number of power cycles applied to the EDR)
at the time of the crash
Ignition cycle (number of power cycles applied to the EDR)
when the EDR data were downloaded
Whether or not driver was using safety belt
Whether or not frontal airbag warning lamp was on

•

•

•
•
•

Driver frontal airbag deployment: time to
deploy for a single stage airbag, or time
to first stage deployment for a multistage
airbag
Right front passenger frontal airbag
deployment: time to deploy for a single
stage airbag, or time to first stage deployment for a multistage airbag
Number of crash events
Time between first two crash events, if
applicable
Whether or not EDR completed recording

The on board watchdog supplies the Security Driver with no options, be aware that it
is there, and if an event occurs, accident or
otherwise, keep in mind that whatever you
say and report can be verified via a computer.
Throughout the states the data from the EDR
has been accepted in criminal prosecutions
and civil litigation. Generally, the data contained within an EDR is treated as property
of the vehicle owner, and will require consent
of the vehicles owner to access the information. To get ahead of a potential problem, the
Security Driver may want to examine state
law and history regarding EDR’s.
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First Person Account of a

		Vehicle Ambush
by Frank Gallagher

O

n December 6 of 2003
Ambassador L. Paul
Bremer, the presidential envoy, who had been chosen
to oversee the rebuilding of
Iraq was ambushed in his
vehicle. This is a first person
account of the attack told by
the person who was responsible for his protection.

dad, he turned to me and said he
would go to the airport (BIAP)
with the Secretary of Defense. This
was not part of my plan as we were
expecting to head directly back to
the Green Zone and the Palace. My
initial reaction was to protest the
move, but I could see the look in
his eyes that this was not open for
debate. I quickly answered, “Yes,
Sir”.

As Ambassador Bremer came out
of his meeting with Secretary of
Defense Rumsfeld and Abdul Aziz
Hakim (head of the SCIRI party
in Iraq) at Hakim’s house in Bagh-

The road to BIAP was referred to
as many things. None of them were
favorable. We usually called it the
highway of death as the insurgents
repeatedly targeted and killed
coalition forces as they made the
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dangerous journey from the airport
to the Green Zone. The adrenaline
began to pump as I mentally made
a checklist of what had not been
done to make the trip as safe as
possible. No advance team, the helicopters had not been briefed; many
major components of a regular
mission were not in place. The flip
side was that as unscheduled visit,
no one knew we were heading out
there and we would be traveling
with the additional man power that
Secretary Rumsfeld had with him.
I notified the team that there had
been a change in plans and that we
were off to the VIP lounge at the
airport. Needless to say, some of the

radio traffic back to me expressed
grave concern about doing the mission and questioned my sanity.
The trip out to the airport was uneventful. However, the 18 or so car
motorcade with US Army Apache
helicopters, Kiowa helicopters,
and my 2 Little Bird helicopter’s
certainly told everyone in the area
that something unusual was taking
place at the airport that evening.
We arrived safely and the meeting
began.
I gathered my men and explained
that getting back to the Green Zone
was going to be an adventure and to
make sure that everyone was aware
of the dangers. A truly unnecessary step as they all knew what the
risks were. We laughed and said
our goodbyes to each other and
promised to have a cup of Mead in
Valhalla later that evening. One has
to love the macabre sense of humor
amongst contractors.
At about 23:20, the meeting broke
up and the Ambassador and Brian McCormick came out and we
loaded them into the motorcade.
And, of course, as luck would have
it, we would be the first motorcade
leaving and heading down the highway of death. The fact that we were
now the advance motorcade for the
others at the meeting was not lost
on any of us and certainly raised
the adrenaline levels.
The Little Birds were in the air
flying as top cover and scanning for
potential issues.
I was sitting in the right front seat
of the limo (a level 6 armored Suburban). Q was driving. The Little
Birds had just reported that they
saw a suspicious vehicle backing
down an onramp on the highway

and one of them were going to
check it out. The shift leader gave
the command to shift the limo to
the left (away from the side of the
road towards the center) while the
follow and lead cars shifted to the
right.
Seconds later, all hell broke loose.
I heard something hit my window
and while I was trying to figure out
what it was, there was an explosion
of light and sound, the limo veered
while Q fought to retain control.
Temporarily blinded by the explosions, we could see nothing. I
leaned over the seats to check on
the Ambassador and Brian just as
the Ambassador asked what had
happened. “Bomb and AK fire,
sir” I told him. I asked him if he
was OK and he said that he was. I
could see the back of the limo had
sustained extreme damage and told
him and Brian to get down. The
bad guys were shooting at the limo
as we sped away at roughly 60 mph
through the smoke induced fog.
Neither Q nor I could see anything
more than 5 feet in front of us. Q
was driving purely by instinct and
training.
I heard the shift leader over the
radio calling out, “TUNA, TUNA,
TUNA” – our code for us to drive
through the ambush, get off the “X”.
The smoke cleared and I looked to
my left to see the follow car driver about 24 inches away from me
using his car to shield the limo. His
side mirror touching Q’s side mirror at 60 mph. I asked for a casualty
report and learned that 2 of our 4
CAT team vehicles were damaged,
but limping along. No injuries to
any of the security team members.
As the AIC, I had to make the pain-

ful decision that they (the damaged
CAT vehicles) were on their own as
I was unsure of the damage to the
limo and the Ambassador’s safety
always comes first.
The shift leader radioed me again
to ask if we were alright and I responded that we were. Apparently
the damage to the vehicle was far
greater than I knew at the time, but
the follow car guys could see it and
we could not. We were advised to
slow the limo down to make sure
we safely reached the Green Zone.
We did. And we made it back.
Inspecting the damage to the
motorcade vehicles after arrival,
we found several bullet holes in
the rear of the lead vehicle. The
limo had lost the back end (the
non armored hatch area), the ECM
had been destroyed and we found
shrapnel and bullet holes in the
armored area just behind the rear
seats of the Ambassador and Brian.
Additional bullet holes in the right
side of the car and, of course, the
one that was even with my head
on my window. The follow car had
extensive shrapnel damage riddling the body and bullet holes.
When the explosion went off, the
heat from the blast convinced both
the shift leader and the driver that
their feet had been badly burned.
The CAT vehicles finally limped in.
All 4 tires had been destroyed and
there was extensive shrapnel damage to the vehicles.
We survived for several reasons,
the first and foremost was that the
drivers behaved under pressure the
way that they had trained. They
know automatically what to do and
did it. We train to get off the “X” for
a reason.
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Security Driver Tr
by Glen Edmunds

Organizations are moving into Somalia in droves. The UN is
spending a lot of money trying to reconstruct the area.

As with all high risk, war zone environments comes the
inevitable security companies opening offices, all touting
and peddling there wears, in many instances they remind
me of the traveling salespersons in the old west who try
and sell their elixirs, potions and brews to the Indians purporting a cure all.
On their list of cures is driver training.

O

ur belief is that driver training is a profession – but there
are some teaching the subject that
treat it as a hobby. The last place
you want to have hobbyist teaching
lifesaving skills is in a high risk/
war zone environment. The training they provide does not solve the
problem and in many instances
amplifies the problem.
The driver training in Somalia is
compounded by a series of issues.
A -There are many different makes
and models of Armored Vehicles
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(AV’s) imported so there is no quality control. Some of the AV’s are
very basic and in some instances
downright dangerous.
B - When you consider that all
organizations andUN personnel are
required to wear protective jackets
and hard hats when traveling to and
from the UN compound. Some of
the newly purchased AV’s both the
passenger and driver are unable to
get into or out of the AV because
the door opening has an armored
overhang and is so large that it restricts the free movement of getting

in and out of the vehicle. In order
to facilitate the entering or leaving
the vehicle they have to remove
their protective jacket. Not a good
thing as you can imagine.
C -In the process local drivers are
hired to drive their personnel in
AV’s. But the local drivers have
little or no understanding of how
an AV works or how to drive them,
the standards of driving are very
poor as Somalia has no real driving
schools.
D - The infrastructure has been

raining in Somalia

neglected for years so the roads are
pot holed and damaged. This causes
cracks in the armored glass and
when cracked, the glass no longer
hasit’s original ballistic capability or
integral strength. Again there is no
follow up service by the manufactures of the AV’s.
E - Many organizations are only
interested in “ticking” the box for
driver or AV training so use the
cheapest training option available.
And although they have very big
budgets don’t view driver training
as a necessity and don’t understand
“why” driver training needs to be

done.
F - Many times when we are training, the interest level is very low by
the organization staff. They tend
to be indifferent towards driver
training.
When we conduct training we use
a simple philosophy - Sir Isaac
Newton’s three laws of motion.
When the Laws of Physics are used
as a training model it does not
matter what you drive – where you
drive it – and who is driving – the
combination of driver/vehicle/
environment must live within the

laws of physics. Makes no difference who thinks what. It also makes
no difference if it is high risk, low
risk, or what government, military,
and police agencies think; when
it comes to the laws of physics the
driver and in the security world
your adversary must live within
them - it is what it is.
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Security Driving and

EP Job Descriptions

by Joe Autera

O

n April 2, 2013 a job was
posted on the Conflict Area
Management jobs board. It was for
an Executive Protection Coordinator based in Houston, TX.
Note that this job description refers
specifically to secure transportation
and or evasive driving skills, tasks
and requirements ELEVEN times.
It refers to executive protection just
three times - once in the job title,
once when describing the reporting
structure for the position and once
in describing the responsibilities of
the position - with transportation
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being the very first responsibility
listed.
The ONLY experience accepted
in lieu of a college degree listed in
the description is " a minimum of
5 years of experience in executive
protection transportation" and
"knowledge of advanced defensive/
evasive driving responsibilities as
they relate to executive protection."
The ONLY training prerequisite
listed in the description is "has
completed, or will successfully
complete, a certified driver’s safety

program/evasive driving course focusing on executive protection and
transportation."
There is a logical reason why secure
transportation and or evasive driving skills, tasks are mentioned as
requirements eleven times. Companies want to ensure they satisfy
the IRS requirements. There may
be some ambiguity when Executive
Protection and Secure Transportation are discussed in the social
media etc. But there is no ambiguity when it comes to tax time. In
the IRS code it is called “Security

related transportation”. If it is not
adhered to - the tax man cometh
to your executive. Be aware of the
code as it relates to your scenario.
You can find the IRS Standards on
Executive Compensation Fringe
Benefits on the IRS website. Look
for “Security related transportation.”
The Job Description
"Under general supervision, receives vehicle transportation
assignments, instructions, and
direction from the Manager, Executive Protection and the Executive
Assistant to the CEO. Requests may
also originate from other corporate
executive assistants or executives
that are afforded Corporate Security protection per company policy.
Responsible for the coordination
and assignment of tasks among the
Executive Drivers and is responsible to ensure that all assigned tasks
are completed in a timely and safe
manner.

Monitors and confirms that all
requirements for and be certified as
assigned vehicles are maintained in a Personal Protection Officer (PPO)
a serviceable and clean condition
in the State of Texas.
through daily vehicle inspections.
Completion of an undergraduate
Manages and confirms that all safe- degree in Criminal Justice is prety rules and procedures, including ferred or a minimum of 5 years of
the appropriate utilization of safety experience in executive protection
equipment is adhered to.
transportation which includes experience in advanced driving skills
Job is responsible for Executive
and management experience.
Protection, including but not limited to transportation, domestic and/ Knowledge of advanced defensive/
or international travel, serves as a
evasive driving responsibilities as
protection officer for Halliburton
they relate to executive protection
Executives as per company policy in a corporate environment or in a
and members of Board of Direclaw enforcement/government agentors.
cy environment.
May need to engage in physical
activity in the event of potentially
life threatening event.

Management experience and
advanced first aid certification is
preferred. Must submit to and pass
a Position of Substantial Authority
Has completed, or will successfully background check. Annual MVR
complete, a certified driver’s safety check."
program/evasive driving course focusing on executive protection and
transportation.
Possesses or is able to satisfy the

Editor’s Note - The job description is from Conflict Area Management (CAM). CAM is a valuable
resource for those seeking employment in the security industry, or looking to transition from the
government to private sector. What makes them unique is the support they supply to all that subscribe to their service.
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Three Questions Your

EP Business Website
Should Answer
by Larry Snow

What Do You Do?
What Qualifies You To Do It?
Who Have You Done It For?
Answers to these questions are virtually non-existent on
most Executive Protection websites

T

he other day as I was reading
through my Google alerts for
executive protection and there was
an item that grabbed my attention:
“Executive Protection company
launches new web design.” Since I
am in the web business with an ep/
security background my curiosity
was piqued.
When I got to the website I was
sorely disappointed. I thought
I would write a post about my
thoughts on this website. Not to
bash, but to use it as a working example to assist other EP businesses.
Design
From a design perspective the
content was organized well but the
design was lacking. Why is it that
almost every Bodyguard or EP
business thinks a black background
is a necessary thing for their website? To me, it says you are hiding
something which lessens my trust
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in what you are trying to tell me in
your content, and I’m in the business! Imagine if I was a potential
client. This website had the black
background with white text and I
had to stop reading after the first
paragraph because my eyes hurt.
Please guys and gals, break the
stereotypes and get rid of the black
background!
Content
There are three simple questions
your website content has to answer:
• What Do You Do?
• What Qualifies You To Do It?
• Who Have You Done It For?
I think the answer to the first and
third questions are pretty easy, it’s
the second question where businesses get a little stymied.
What qualifies you to do it?
What qualifies you to offer executive protection or bodyguard
services? Does being a sharpshoot-

er and having a license to carry
a concealed weapon qualify you?
Does being a former police officer
or military background qualify
you? Maybe.
In my honest opinion, qualify
means training, and if you are offering executive protection services
that means you should be trained
in executive protection. Not only
training, but certified training.
I did a search of executive protection companies in Google and I did
a small sampling of those websites
found in the search results pages.
Very few answered the question.
Most gave vague sentences like:
“completed training and certification through a recognized and
accredited bodyguard school.”
“Through continuous training,
expertise and extensive experience,”
or “Our staff of executive protection
agents use strategies based on US

Secret Service methodology.”
If you were introduced by someone
at a business function, and the person asked “I hear you offer executive protection services, where did
you train?” and you answer “at a
bodyguard school” or “through my
extensive experience” or “US secret
service methodology”. What do
you think would be the next logical
question from this person? Yep,
you’re right, “By whom?”
Not one website that I sampled stated who they were trained by. Some
companies did their own training
but didn’t say who qualified the
instructors.

is “What do you do?” You need to
answer this in a way that the person
will understand. You skip out on
the technical information and offer
a simple answer. This conversation
can be applied to the web.
Be clear on your message. Website
visitors decide/judge in just a few
seconds whether to stay or go. So
your website has to not only look
pretty decent but it needs to effectively communicate your message
to a potential customer or client. I
find that using images and breaking up the text in short paragraphs
works well to get your message
across.

Who Have You Done It For?
In my sampling of websites this
Again, I am not bashing, this is a
learning exercise.
question is often answered in vague
groups such as VIP’s, dignitaries,
What Do You Do?
and celebrities. Understandably,
sometimes it is necessary to be
Easy enough question for you to
answer. Let’s go back to the business vague for the protection of the
protectee. But this doesn’t really tell
function example, the first quesyour web visitors who. In that sitution a person is going to ask you

ation what I recommend is for you
to add company names rather than
individuals. If possible find photos
of you with the proctectee and add
them to your website.
So here are some takeaways from
this exercise:
• Take out the guessing game in
your content.
• Don’t be vague when it comes
to qualifications. List out your
qualifications for you and your
instructors.
• Write content from a potential
client’s point of view. You might
understand what’s on your website but what about the customer? Will he/she understand?
• Use pictures to enhance your
message, but be careful if your
market is corporate don’t put
images of you slinging an MP5.
• Last but not least, break the
mold and the stereotypes of all
the other bodyguard websites
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Books
Learn to Drive Like a Pro
Learn to Drive Like a Pro
covers basic to advance driving
techniques. Readers will learn
everything from how to adjust and
use the mirrors properly to the
downright exciting, like how to
handle various kinds of skids braking skids, cornering skids, power
skids.
Mastering these skills means
learning to operate the vehicle in a manner that will
keep you and your passengers safe and secure, but if
an emergency develops, you’ll be able to handle it with
confidence and skill.
Emergencies covered include such situations as: what
to do if a tire blows; how to make adjustments for driving at night; how to handle basic accident situations
involving oncoming cars; entering and merging onto
highways, cars ahead; what to do if the car starts to hydroplane, if the accelerator sticks, or if the brakes fail;
how to figure out safe following distances in varying
weather and road conditions, and how to use ABS and
non-ABS brakes.
Written in an inviting conversational style and filled
with an abundance of easy-access bulleted lists, driving
scenarios, photographs, and illustrations, it is a book
you can pick up, flip through, and no matter what page
you land on find a useful tip or something to really
think about.

Last Came Anarchy
LAST CAME ANARCHY explores the tactics and strategies
of a high level protective detail,
and the importance an armored
vehicle brings to any protective
operation.
Inspired by actual events, LAST
CAME ANARCHY takes on the
heated issues of Safety vs Exposure, the “protector’s responsibility of safety” vs the
“public’s right to know.”

Brand, Branding, and Marketing for the
Protection Services Professional
Brand, Branding, and Marketing for the Protection
Services Professional informs protection services professionals everything they need
to know on how to develop and
market their brand effectively.
You will learn how to:
• Determine Your Brand
• Develop Your Digital and
Personal Platform
• Attract Leads by providing
value to your Customers and
Clients
• Market your Brand, Products, and Services Effectively on Social Media
• Expand your Network and Business Opportunities
• Learn the Benefits of Social media; and much more
This book is for those protection services professionals
who are new to industry, and for security and executive protection company owners who want to take
their business to the next level by leveraging the power
of social media.
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